Solid modelling using constructive solid geometry (CSG) includes many examples of stylised divide-and-conquer algorithms. We identify the sources of these recurrent patterns and implement a Geometric Evaluation Library (GEL) which captures them as higher order functions. This library then become the basis of developing CSG applications quickly and concisely. GEL is currently implemented as a set of separately compiled modules in the pure functional language Hope+.
Introduction
We present a case study in functional programming in the eld of solid modelling using Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG). It is motivated by the observation that this application domain uses many (potentially parallel) stylised algorithms based on the divide-and-conquer (D&C) paradigm. Previous work on the Mistral series of parallel solid modellers (Holliman, Morris & Dew 1989 , Holliman, Wang & Dew 1993 has demonstrated that these algorithms are highly parallel. Hence we pose the question: is it possible to capture these common patterns of computation in a generic way? If so, this would enable CSG applications to be developed more rapidly and also provide a route for implicit parallelism by mapping high-level descriptions onto known parallel solutions.
In this paper we attempt to answer the above question. Speci cally, we present a polymorphic Geometric Evaluation Library (GEL) which captures the generic characteristics of these CSG algorithms, showing how this leads to rapid program development and concise programs. The operations in GEL are also able to capture a wider range of related algorithmic structures in computational geometry.
GEL is currently implemented as a set of parameterised data types and higher-order functions in the pure functional language, Hope+, though other higher-order languages such as Haskell and Miranda would be equally appropriate. A functional language was indicated since higherorder functions provide an elegant way to model recurring algorithmic patterns. In addition, applications in this problem domain have a natural interpretation as function evaluators, mapping representations of geometric objects into properties, predicates or processes (Tilove 1981) .
We present our work as`outsiders' to the functional programming community, and assess these experiences of the functional paradigm in our eld. This contrasts with independent, related work at Imperial College (Darlington & To 1994) , where developers of functional programming technology used solid modelling as a case study.
Hope+ is a strongly typed, higher-order functional language. Unlike Haskell and Miranda it is not a curried language and we make no use of curried functions. Explicit type declarations are required for all functions, though we will sometimes omit these. Our code fragments use standard Hope+, though where we are particularly concerned with the signatures of functions we make some abbreviations in the interests of conciseness: type variables such as alpha, beta are shown as ; , integer, character and boolean types as I, C, B, and list types by over-lining. Thus the signature of the length function for a list would, in our notation, be ! I
We use the term support functions for functions which are parameters of higher-order functions.
In view of its similarity to other higher-order functional languages we omit a description of Hope+ syntax. Details can be found in (Perry 1989 ). We avoid low-level geometric details, since our concern is primarily with the structure of the algorithms. Issues of subsequent parallel implementation are also ignored: an outline of generic methods can be found in (Davy 1992) .
In section 2 we describe some basic principles of CSG, identifying two main sources of generic algorithmic patterns. Section 3 presents the main facilities of GEL with examples of their use. Section 4 discusses implementation and performance, section 5 examines the applicability of GEL. In section 6 we assess the merits of using functional programming in this context. Section 7 notes related work before our nal conclusions in chapter 8.
Solid Modelling
Solid modelling systems represent and manipulate descriptions of three-dimensional objects. Originally developed as an underpinning technology for computer-aided design in mechanical engineering, they have also been used in a wider range of applications, including computer vision (Brooks 1981) and molecular modelling (Muuss 1987) . Their distinguishing feature is completeness: a description of a solid contains su cient information to compute any geometric property of that solid.
Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG)
Several schemes have been devised for complete representations of solids (Requicha 1980) . One of the most important is CSG, in which solids are represented by a set of primitive solids combined using regularised boolean operations such as union, intersection and di erence. It is common for a small set of bounded primitives, such as spheres and cones, to be available to the users of CSG systems. Internally these are often represented as a combination of simpler unbounded primitives called halfspaces. These are de ned by functions of the form f(x; y; z) 0 which partition space into two halves, inside and outside the solid.
CSG represents a solid as a tree structure with primitives at the leaves and boolean operators at interior nodes. Although normally concerned with 3-dimensional shapes, CSG is applicable in any number of dimensions; we include some examples with 2-dimensional`solids' for simplicity.
The tree structure leads naturally to recursive D&C algorithms, which compute results for primitives, then combine the results using the boolean operators when returning up the tree. Tilove (1980) identi ed this as a generic paradigm for CSG, applying it to set membership classi cation problems. An example used later in this paper is point membership classi cation (PMC), which determines whether a point is inside, outside or on the boundary of a solid. Classi cations are carried out on primitives and results of subtrees are determined using simple rewrite rules: for instance if a point is`in' two solids it is in their union.
Spatial Subdivision
It is common to convert CSG trees into secondary data structures based on octrees (Holliman et al. 1993) , using a process of spatial subdivision. Here the (usually cubical) space in which the solid object is situated is partitioned into eight disjoint subcells. Associated with each subcell is a localised CSG tree containing only the primitives which intersect the subcell. The subcells are obtained by a hierarchical approach which adapts the depth of subdivision to the local complexity of the model. For instance, subdivision may stop when the number of primitives in a localised tree falls below some threshold.
The bene ts of spatial subdivision are exempli ed in ray-tracing (Holliman et al. 1993) . Crude CSG ray-tracing is very expensive, intersecting every ray with every primitive. When ray-tracing a spatially divided model, each ray is tracked through the octree and intersects only the primitives of the localised trees encountered, giving substantial performance improvements.
There are also many algorithms which use spatial subdivision but without explicitly creating a tree: the family of algorithms for computing integral properties of solids (Lee & Requicha 1982 ) is a good example.
Spatial subdivision algorithms also typically follow a D&C approach. Thus CSG computations lead to D&C algorithms both because of the primary data structure and because of frequently used spatial subdivision techniques. The GEL library was developed to enable both these algorithmic patterns to be captured in a high-level fashion.
3 The Geometric Evaluation Library GEL is currently written in Hope+ and provides a set of separately compiled modules which can be called from Hope+ programs. It is based on general D&C operations and two parameterised data types: a generic CSG tree and a generic geometric decomposition tree (GDT). The latter generalises the octree-based solid models noted in section 2.2. In this section we discuss the basic facilities of GEL, illustrate their use, and outline some additional features.
Divide and Conquer
Variants of a higher-order D&C function have been de ned by several writers, such as Cole (1989) and Kelly (1989) . There are four support functions: leaf determines whether a problem is small enough to solve directly, divide splits a problem into a list of subproblems, solve computes the direct solution of a`small' problem, combine combines the results of a list of subproblems. For instance, mergesort can easily be implemented, with leaf returning true for a singleton list, divide splitting the list into two equal sublists (GEL provides this operation as a utility), solve as the identity and combine merging sorted sequences.
GEL has two versions of this function, distinguished by whether combine uses only the results of subproblems or needs the original divided data. In both cases, the function is invoked as divacon(data, leaf, divide, solve, combine); and returns the nal result of the D&C operation. Both functions are called divacon, relying on the Hope+ overloading facility. Their signatures are
Note that the functions are disambiguated by the combine parameter. Their implementation is straightforward, as in (Cole 1989 , Kelly 1989 3.2 CSG Trees CSG trees are binary trees with instances of primitive solids at the leaves and instances of boolean operators at interior nodes. We model them as algebraic types parameterised by primitive and operator types. Since CSG is a set-theoretic representation, there should be a means of denoting the empty set (;) and the universal set ( ) in a CSG system. These considerations lead to the following type de nition, in which rho, chi are types for primitives and operators respectively:
The primary higher-order operation on CSG trees is a general D&C traversal, suitable for the family of set membership classi cation problems noted in section 2.1. Interpreting this in terms of the divacon function, we note that it needs a solve function to classify a primitive, and a function to combine the classi cations. Leaf and divide can be incorporated into the schematic solution for this set of problems. A plausible higher-order function, CSGtraverse has the signature CSG( ; ) (
where ; are, respectively, the types of the object to be classi ed against the tree and the classication result. The equations implementing this function (using a characteristic pattern matching approach) are Note that the rst two equations assume that CSG trees always have`proper' primitives, that is, there are no instances of ; or . This is not entirely realistic for at least two reasons; in a binary CSG tree a boolean complement operator must be modelled as P = ? P , and trees with empty primitives may exist as intermediate steps. Thus we must allow the result of carrying out a solve on ; or to be speci ed. Also, there are situations in which there is no`query' data { a trivial example is an algorithm to count the number of primitives.
We again call on overloading to handle this situation, giving a family of CSGtraverse functions each with a slightly di erent signature. Invocations of two of these are CSGtraverse(query, tree, solve, combine, fullsolve); CSGtraverse(query, tree, solve, combine, fullsolve, emptysolve);
The complete set of signatures is shown in gure 1. Note that if a result for a primitive is speci ed, a result for a primitive ; is a further option. The need for disambiguation precludes also allowing ; alone as an option; we chose to give greater importance to because of its fundamental role in modelling complementation. Recall that PMC determines whether a point lies on the inside, outside or boundary of a solid. First we de ne the geometric domain, using planar, spherical, conical and cylindrical halfspaces, and a set of three boolean operators. We model a classi cation simply as an integer; this is an over-simpli cation in practice because it ignores problems of combining`on' classi cations (Tilove 1980) . Since the fuller classi cation structure would complicate the details without a ecting the overall algorithmic structure, we use the simpler form for expository purposes. PMC then requires only a single invocation of CSGtraverse:
CSGtraverse(pt, tree, classify_prim, combine_class);
All that remains is to implement the two support functions. Classify prim contains the low-level geometric details for the set of primitives used. Combine class uses its parameters to compute an index into a table, stored as a vector for e ciency, in which each entry gives the result of combining the relevant classi cations. For instance, if a point is IN two subtrees it is IN their union. Both these support functions use pattern matching, on the HS and ROP constructors respectively, giving a simple, stylised method which recurs regularly when using GEL. Thus the whole application has been implemented by a simple data modelling stage, invoking a single GEL operation, and supplying two rather stylised support functions.
Geometric Decomposition Trees
Section 2.2 described a second representation of solid models using octree-based spatial subdivision, in which leaves of the octree hold localised CSG trees. We generalise this structure to a Geometric Decomposition Tree (GDT). Noting that the interior nodes of the octree hold no geometric information, we parameterise GDTs by the type of geometric objects stored at the leaves, .
Clearly this captures the spatially divided octree, but its use of a list for subtrees avoids the restriction to eight-way subdivision and opens the way for more general application. What operations are appropriate for a GDT? Clearly we need to be able to create a GDT from a CSG model (or other geometric representation). Thus we need to determine the appropriate parameters for a GDTcreate function. Following the pattern of divacon we note that leaf determines whether the subdivision should continue further, divide carries out the subdivision process, solve creates the terminal nodes (possibly transforming the geometric data rst). These are all application-dependent and must be speci ed as parameters. On the other hand combine is a housekeeping task which forms the tree structure from a list of subtrees, so it can be embedded in the body of GDTcreate. One further parameter sometimes supplied is the maximum depth of the tree, which limits memory requirements and prevents cases of pathological non-termination. We allow for this by de ning two overloaded versions, with and without this nal parameter. Their signatures are:
The de nition of the second version, counting the root as being at depth 0, is ---GDTcreate(x, leaf, divide, solve, maxdepth) <= MakeGDT( x, leaf, divide, solve, maxdepth, 0); Once a tree is created we must traverse it to evaluate useful information. Again a D&C method is possible, evaluating the geometric structure at each terminal node and combining results. Here the critical parameters, as for CSGTraverse, are the solve and combine functions. It is also possible that there may be some`external data', corresponding to the point in the earlier PMC example, such as a point or line about which to nd a moment of inertia. Thus we again have an optional parameter, implemented using two overloaded functions, with signatures
The de nition of the second version is ---GDTtraverse (Terminal(x), query, solve, combine) <= solve (x, query); ---GDTtraverse (Interior(x), query, solve, combine) <= combine (mapTraverse(solve, combine, x, query));
where mapTraverse is a map-like function similar to mapGDT.
Example 2: Area of a 2-Dimensional CSG`Solid'
We illustrate GDT operations by nding the area of a`solid' de ned in two dimensions with just two kinds of primitive halfspaces, namely lines and circles. We follow the previous pattern in modelling our SOLID type. In addition, we must also model the (square) cells of the spatially divided model; each leaf of the GDT will contain both its bounding cell and the localised CSG tree. It remains to de ne the various support functions. Leaf terminates the subdivision if the CSG tree is full or empty, using primitive functions supplied by GEL: dec leaf : CELL # SOLID -> truval; ---leaf(_, t) <= is_empty(t) or is_full(t); Divide requires two stages; rst the cell is partitioned into quadrants using split cell, then the CSG tree is`pruned' to localise it to each quadrant, by invoking CSGtraverse: The support functions of CSGtraverse again use pattern matching on the HS and ROP constructors. Of interest here is that CSGtraverse produces a modi ed tree, discarding primitives found to be full or empty in relation to an enclosing cell. However, it is possible, for values to be retained in subtrees of form ? P , as noted before, hence the need to specify a value to be returned when is encountered. Solve also has interesting features, since a terminal cell at MAXDEPTH need not contain or ;. To allow for this, we classify the mid-point of the cell against the local tree; if this returns OUT we count the cell as empty, otherwise as full. The PMC operation (using CSGtraverse again) returns IN or OUT trivially if the local tree is or ;. Note that this particular CSG traversal is unusual in that it requires both of the optional results for and ;. The following implementation makes use of the GEL function ptmake to construct a point. Only quad area and add areas remain unde ned; these are trivial and are omitted.
Creating a GDT is a substantial overhead, which is not justi ed when only a single traversal is required. A further ine ciency arises because there is the overhead of computing the midpoint and executing CSGtraverse, even when the cell was previously found empty or full by leaf. This is an instance of a general di culty which we call the leaf/solve problem: leaf and solve may repeat some computation since there is no way to pass the results of subexpressions between them. Both these problems can be resolved by a more e cient algorithm which computes the desired results`on-they' instead of creating the tree. Since no GDT is created, this solution cannot be implemented by GDT operations, but it is still a D&C operation and can be solved using divacon:
divacon((UNIVERSE, tree, 0, MAXD), leaf, divide, quad_area, add_areas);
The support functions are similar to the previous example but there is some re-distribution of the computation between them. Divide again uses CSGtraverse to prune CSG trees to each cell. The termination condition and the PMC operation are both included in quad area, removing the leaf/solve ine ciency noted earlier.
Both approaches involve the same geometric computations and produce the same results. The second method executes more quickly, but the rst may be appropriate if the GDT can be reused for subsequent computations.
Input and output
GEL provides facilities enabling I/O of geometric objects to occur in a uniform way, with a single function call. Since Hope+ models I/O streams streams as lazily evaluated lists, input routines extract an item from the head of a list, returning a pair with the item and and the modi ed list. Similarly, output routines append an item to a list, returning the modi ed list.
Simple routines for basic geometric types such as points and vectors are provided. CSG trees and GDTs are more interesting; higher order functions allow these types also to be input or output by a single function call. This requires a standard le format, transparent to the user of GEL except for the one-character codes of the operators; for compatibility with other work at Leeds we use the same format as the Mistral-3 parallel solid modeller (Holliman et al. 1993) .
For CSGget, two support functions respectively extract a primitive from the head of the list and convert an operator code to its internal form; for CSGput they convert primitives and operators to their character form. The invocations are CSGget(instream, get_prim, get_op); CSGput(tree, outstream, put_prim, put_op); and their respective signatures are
The support functions should be written when the geometric domain is de ned. As in earlier examples, they use pattern matching in a stylised fashion, calling GEL routines to convert the individual components of primitives; it would be a routine task to generate the support functions automatically from the primitive type de nitions.
The same approach is used for reading and writing GDTs, using an extension of the same le format. Since there is only a single type parameter, , only one support function is required for each operation. Outputting the tree requires the degree of the tree as a parameter. (The restriction to xed degree trees is unimportant in practice). This parameter is not needed for input, since it is stored in the external le. The invocations of GDTget and GDTput are GDTget(instream, get_geom); GDTput(tree, degree, outstream, put_geom); with signatures
Other GEL Features
Two additional data types enlarge the scope of GEL. The rst extends the range of CSG problems which can be handled, the second opens up a range of geometric problems outside the scope of solid modelling.
Attributed CSG
The CSG data type is parameterised by primitive and operator types, but in some situations other information may also be stored in the tree. If this information is only associated with primitives it can be included in the de nition of the primitive type. In some cases, however, information is also associated with interior nodes. A simple example is the use of a hierarchy of bounding boxes, which speeds subsequent processing by allowing intersection tests to take place against the simple bounding boxes rather than the more complex primitives. Intersection of an object with a primitive need only occur when intersection with the box is indecisive. The bene ts of such boxing are discussed in (Cameron 1989) . A rather di erent use of attributes is proposed in (Alagar, Bui & Periasamy 1990) , where semantic information is stored at the nodes of CSG trees to guide nite element analysis.
These comments motivate the de nition of an attributed CSG tree, in which a further parameter, theta, represents the type of such attributes: data AttCSG(rho,chi,theta) == Emptysolid ++ Fullsolid ++ Primitive (rho # theta) ++ ! attribute at leaf node Compose (AttCSG(rho, chi, theta) # (chi # theta) # ! attribute at interior node AttCSG(rho, chi, theta)); Attributed CSG trees have a similar set of overloaded operators to simple CSG trees, including I/O functions. Their use is illustrated in the rst author's PhD thesis (Davy 1992) .
Multi-resolution Representations
A variant of the geometric decomposition paradigm outside solid modelling is the use of multi-level hierarchical approximations for digitised objects. For instance a strip-tree (Ballard 1981 ) stores a digitised 2-D curve as a hierarchy of bounding strips. Nested ternary triangulations (Floriani, Falcidieno, Nagy & Pienovi 1984) and nested quaternary triangulations (Gomez & Guzman 1979) are hierarchical representations for digitised surfaces. These structures are derived by a recursive technique similar to spatial subdivision. The most signi cant di erence to the earlier GDTs is that similar geometric information is stored at varying levels of accuracy throughout the tree structure, with greater accuracy at greater depth. Thus an accuracy-time tradeo is possible in subsequent processing of the tree.
We capture such structures using a multi-resolution GDT type:
data MGDT(tau) == Terminal (tau) ++ Interior (list (MGDT(tau)) # tau); ! geometry at interior node
The MGDT type has a set of overloaded operations analogous to GDT, including input and output.
One slight di erence is in MGDTtraverse. Here we may wish to compute some property of the stored geometry with less accuracy than was used to create the tree, thus limiting the depth of the traversal. Hence there is an optional leaf parameter, which typically checks whether the desired accuracy has been reached. Examples of striptree operations using the MGDT type are shown in (Davy 1992 ).
Implementation and Performance
GEL is implemented as a set of Hope+ modules, amounting to some 2095 lines (71 kbytes) of source code. Parts of GEL and a complete PMC program have also been translated to a range of other functional languages (included Haskell and Lazy ML) as part of a benchmarking exercise (Hartel & Langendoen 1992) . The GEL modules fall into three categories:
Structural modules provide the higher-order D&C functions on which GEL is based, including all support for the CSG and geometric decomposition types.
Geometric libraries provide operations on basic entities such as points and vectors, from which more complex geometric domains can be constructed.
A utility module provides a variety of utility functions relating to I/O and list processing.
To make e ective use of these core modules domain modules must be constructed to de ne the geometric domains for speci c applications. Four such modules are already included in GEL, for 2-and 3-dimensional halfspaces, bounded primitives, and striptrees. However, it is envisaged that users of GEL will commonly de ne their own domain modules.
Some limited performance studies have been done. Typically the overheads of using higherorder functions (compared with direct recursive implementations in Hope+) varied between 5% and 18%. Perhaps of more interest is a comparison with C. In preliminary experiments, a Hope+/GEL program which inputs a CSG tree and carries out a single PMC proved to be faster than an equivalent C version for data sets up to around 2500 halfspaces. However, beyond that point its performance degraded rapidly. Whereas the C version followed the predicted linear time complexity the Hope+/GEL version was clearly non-linear. This is consistent with results reported in (Clare & Sleep 1989) in which a number of declarative language implementations were found to execute a nominally linear time algorithm in quadratic or cubic time, because of the e ects of garbage collection and lazy evaluation. A larger program, porting a CSG ray tracer from C to Hope+/GEL, showed a similar pattern. Again Hope+/GEL outperformed C for small to medium data sets but ran out of memory more quickly as image sizes increased. In this case, some improvements from the C code improved the Hope+ performance. On the other hand, a Hope+/GEL mergesort program (using divacon) was consistently much slower than the C version for all data sets, because of the extensive use of recursive list processing.
Applicability of GEL
The facilities supplied by GEL are of little bene t unless they are of reasonably general use. We now address this issue, speci cally considering the range of useful operations captured and the ease of extending geometric domains.
Range of useful application
The CSG principle is applicable, in principle, in an arbitrary number of dimensions. CSG-based systems vary in the formal properties of primitives, which have included r-sets (Requicha 1980) , s-sets (Arbab 1984) , and primitives bounded by B-spline patches (Saia, Bloor & de Pennington 1987) . Speci c sets of available primitives may di er, even between two systems with the same theoretical basis. Furthermore di erent sets of boolean operators have been used, varying from di erence only (Perng, Chen & Li 1990 ) to union, di erence, intersection and complement (Arbab 1984) . All these variations can be modelled using our CSG type. The attributed CSG type models both bounding boxes (Cameron 1989 ) and semantic attributes (Alagar et al. 1990) . CSG traversals directly model the family of Set Membership Classi cation algorithms identi ed by Tilove (1980) . They provide a general utility operation which we have seen in each CSG example.
GDT operations directly model spatial subdivision operations, such as the family of integral property algorithms identi ed by Lee & Requicha (1982) . Spatial subdivision is a widely used technique which has also been used on other solid representations than CSG, including boundary representations (Kela 1989) , polyhedral models (Carlblom 1987 ) and sweeps (Brunet & Navazo 1990) . Typically, trees are generated in which terminal nodes contain an exact or approximate representation of the model localised to the relevant subspace. Variants of this type have been called octrees (Meagher 1982 ) (with the equivalent quadtrees (Samet 1984) in two dimensions), polytrees (Carlblom 1987 ) and extended octrees (Brunet & Navazo 1990) . A similar bintree structure has been proposed (Samet & Tamminen 1985) with a binary subdivision at each stage, cycling between the dimensions. All these structures can be modelled by the GDT type.
In addition to applications previously noted, spatial subdivision techniques have been used for wire-frame edge evaluation (Woodwark 1986 ), NC program veri cation (Wallis & Woodwark 1984) , collision detection (Samet & Tamminen 1985) , nite element mesh generation (Shephard, Baehmann & Grice 1988) and boolean operations in polyhedral modellers (Carlblom 1987) . In view of this broad applicability, spatial subdivision can be seen as a fundamental approach to solid modelling applications.
Many other geometric problems can be solved by D&C methods, especially in discrete computational geometry. Examples include the construction of Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangulation (Shamos 1977) and the determination of convex hulls (Preparata & Hong 1977) .
It thus appears that the generic nature of D&C, and of geometric decomposition trees in particular, makes GEL applicable far beyond its initial aims.
On the other hand, the limitation to D&C means that not all possible algorithms on the types provided are currently included in GEL; for instance, ray-casting involves following a single path through an octree, which is not a D&C operation. Such algorithms can of course be programmed directly using the constructors of the types concerned. Similarly, some operations between two similar structures (for instance, boolean operations between octrees) cannot be directly described in GEL. Further work is needed to determine whether these and other computations could usefully be captured as higher-order functions. (Note that the initial focus on D&C arose from the wish to exploit known methods of parallelism).
Geometric extensibility
One of the practical di culties of solid modelling systems is extending the domain of solids which can be represented. This issue is discussed in depth by Dunnington (1989) , where a generic recursive subdivision approach is proposed to solve the various aspects of this problem. GEL captures this method, and e ectively isolates the domain-speci c parts of geometric computations in type de nitions and well-de ned support routines. The main algorithmic structures do not depend on the speci c geometric domain; in this sense GEL is`geometry-independent'. Examples of two di erent domains were modelled earlier. In each case primitive I/O functions must be speci ed, and support functions provided for the needed geometric facilities, such as classifying primitives. Adding a an additional new primitive is straightforward; an extra constructor is needed in the relevant type de nition and an extra equation to match that constructor in each support function. Thus adding new geometry can be done in a simple, systematic fashion. E ectively, GEL provides syntactic support for extensibility. It is intended as a framework for developing geometric applications which can be tailored to the user's requirements.
Evaluation
One of the aims of this study was to evaluate the potential for further use of functional programming in this context.
In several respects Hope+ proved an excellent tool, especially for the prototyping nature of the exercise. Data modelling was natural and simple; polymorphic types matched the requirement to provide di erent geometric domains; higher-order functions successfully captured the computational structures initially identi ed and isolated low-level geometric details in support functions; pattern matching enabled systematic and straightforward implementation of support functions; code development was rapid. These need no further elaboration; they con rm the well-advertised bene ts of functional programming and will doubtless cause little surprise to its proponents. Unfortunately, some apparent drawbacks of functional programming have also been perceived. Many of the above bene ts can be attributed to the hierarchical nature of the key data structures, which does not apply to the other major solid representation scheme, boundary representation. This uses a complex graph structure, showing the topological relationships between the faces, edges and vertices which constitute the solid's boundary. It is much harder than CSG to model; a possible way forward is shown in (Burton & Yang 1990) where similar structures may be built on an array type. In general, however, it seems that the modelling of multilinked structures is more di cult in functional than in imperative languages. For instance, we were unable to implement a father-of function to move back up a tree, which would preclude some of the e cient tree traversal algorithms in the literature.
The performance of GEL also gives some cause for concern. As indicated in section 4, performance in comparison with C was variable, but generally showed Hope+ in a much better light than we had expected, given the folklore concerning the ine ciency of functional language implementations. However, the failure of execution times to match normal asymptotic complexity results is serious; while we cannot level this accusation at functional languages in general, the results of (Clare 1990 ) suggest this is not an isolated instance.
Programming using a small number of higher order functions has both bene ts and drawbacks. There is a helpful disciple to facilitate program development, code is concise, and the low-level, error-prone geometric computations are isolated in a few support functions. On the other hand, the limited set of operations may lead to more imaginative and appropriate solutions being missed, or that needless ine ciencies may be incurred, such as the leaf/solve problem noted in section 3.3. Moreover`short cut' solutions, such as`early outs' (Mudur & Koparkar 1984) , may not t into the higher order function framework; Tilove's work on generic CSG algorithms also pointed to this con ict generality and e ciency (Tilove 1980) . Adding extra CSG and GDT operations for special cases may partly resolve this, but would con ict with the simplicity of using a small set of generic operations and does not guarantee that no more special cases will occur. Of course it should still be possible to code such special cases directly in Hope+.
GEL has been used by several undergraduate students to aid writing CSG and striptree programs in Hope+ as part of their nal year projects. The largest code was the CSG ray-tracer mentioned in section 4. All the students concerned were novices in both computational geometry and Hope+. Their verdict was uniformly positive in terms of the programming process itself, criticisms being related mainly to other features such as long compile times.
Related Work
Programming with a small number of higher-order functions was promoted by Meertens (1986) and Bird (1987) . Theories are developed for various classes of data structures, allowing a transforma-tional approach to program development. In GEL, we observe that most CSG and GDT operations are specialisations of one of the basic divacon operations, in which support functions have been embedded in the body of higher-order function. For instance, we have derived the GDTcreate function of section 3.3 from divacon, using standard`fold-unfold' techniques (Burstall & Darlington 1977 ), though we have made no further use of this insight.
The notion of using higher-order functions as`skeletons' for parallel programs has been developed by Cole (1989) and Darlington & To (1994) . The latter, independently of us, show applicationspeci c skeletons for solid modelling, similar to our CSG and GDT operations. These data types are not polymorphic, hence much less general than in GEL, and they do not allow for primitives in CSG, a necessary feature for realistic modelling. Their work di ers from ours in stressing transformations between CSG and octree structures, with a view to carrying out all parallel operations on octrees. Thus a programmer speci es an operation on CSG but it is carried out on the corresponding octree. While this is an interesting example of transformation techniques, it has two practical weaknesses from the application perspective. Firstly, some standard algorithms (such as mass properties) are de ned on the octree model rather than on CSG directly. Secondly, traversal of a CSG tree does necessarily map directly to a corresponding D&C traversal of the octree { raytracing is a good example. By contrast, GEL encourages D&C operations to be de ned in terms of the most suitable data structure.
Recent work on categorical data types (Skillicorn 1994) shows a way in which new data types may be de ned so that a set of (parallel) higher-order operations can automatically be generated from the constructors, speci cally a generalised map and a generalised reduction. Such formal treatment, based on category theory, seems appropriate for our CSG and GDT types; traversal operations are reductions and it is straightforward to de ne a corresponding map. Cameron (1989) notes that CSG trees are purely a syntactic structure { the same is true of all our specialised data types and also for categorical data types. He de nes a denotational semantics for CSG trees, in which an interpretation function maps leaf nodes of a CSG tree into subsets of R n . Combining this semantic approach with categorical data types has the potential to give a complete formal foundation for GEL.
Conclusions and Future Work
GEL implements a set of higher order functions which successfully capture widely applicable algorithmic patterns using CSG and spatial subdivision. These provide an e ective library for the systematic development of CSG applications, and their polymorphism aids geometric extensibility.
There are some CSG and spatial subdivision applications whose main algorithmic structures cannot currently be described by GEL, such as tracing a ray through an octree. These may, however, be implemented directly in the base language. Further work may establish whether other general algorithmic patterns could be included in later versions of GEL.
Our verdict on functional programming is inconclusive, re ecting current divisions on its merits. Many elegant features are o set by di culties in handling multi-linked structures and questions over performance, especially predictability. In the current state of the art, practical versions of GEL for real systems might arguably be better based on an imperative or object-oriented base language, at the cost of signi cantly more complex implementation. This tentative verdict may, of course, be invalidated by advances in functional programming technology.
Moving to an object-oriented base language would give the opportunity to exploit inheritance. For instance, an attributed CSG tree is essentially a CSG tree with an additional attribute instance at each node. It seems natural to express this using subclassing, but there is no facility to do so in Hope+. We have recently begun porting GEL to C++ in order to explore this possibility.
